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COMMITTEE NEWS
The end of an era – Wendy to step
down as Chair
After 18 rewarding and demanding
years of ‘The Reclamation of Cripley
Meadow’, my work for the Association
will draw to a close at our AGM in April
2021. With your support I intend to
remain afterwards a CMAA trustee,
only long enough to honour my
commitment to see in our new lease
with our landlord, Oxford City Council.
The process of returning the site to its
proper designation as allotment
gardens after 30 years of dominant
self-seeded trees, bramble and nettles
has been a much longer project than I
envisaged. One day I may document it;
it has not been without drama.
I, like all members, will want to
continue to use my plot as a good
guardian in order ‘to grow, nurture and
share, to dig deep, replenish the soil,
sow seed and cultivate in a way that
protects and nurtures what lives there’
and ensure it retains its growing
potential. After so much work by so
many, it is important our allotments
remain a local resource for people to
grow food.
I may even
manage to teach
a little as our
thriving
community now
has so many new
gardeners eager
to learn.
I have enjoyed
the slower pace
of lockdown so I
will continue to
work my plot,
paint more and
enjoy time with
grandchildren...socially distanced (here
using a skipping rope!)

Please Volunteer
Until April 2021, I will work with the
other trustees (Jamie and Manda) and
the rest of the Committee to plan for
succession. Cripley Meadow will need
more volunteers to join the Committee
team. As well as a new Chair, CMAA
will need help with site management,
orchard management, working party
work and membership. It may be
necessary re-jig existing Committee
roles to accommodate the skills and
interests of new recruits.
The site management lead will
oversee the maintenance of the parts
of the site that belong to the
Association (i.e. not members’ plots) –
the fences, gates, buildings,
equipment and tools, tracks and
paths, the Green etc. This is quite a
chunky role and needs regular time
on site – both planned to supervise
the mowing and tree contractors, and
un-planned to deal with the inevitable
unexpected. A practical bent is
needed, as well as the ability to work
with others, and an interest
developing our long-term plan for
sustaining the site.

Reviewing our Environmental Policy
Over the next few months we will
reflect on our management of the site.
We know that Climate Change, Brexit,
our new lease and now the Covid-19
pandemic is making many rethink
issues around food security. During
the past few months, the sale of
vegetable seeds has been
extraordinary with many providers
selling out. Clearly more people are
trying to find an allotment space or
converting garden space to growing
vegetables. Our waiting list, and many
others locally and nationally, grew
apace! Growing food in a safe and
environmentally-friendly manner has
always been the bedrock of our
practice in reclaiming and managing
Cripley Meadow. Our rules seek to
provide a level playing field for all to
use their plot to grow vegetables, fruit,
and flowers in accordance with
allotment law, the lease and rules thus
protecting the designation of the site
as allotment gardens..

The good news is that allotments are
a powerful force for good. All plot
holders have already made a big
For the orchard management lead,
environmental step forward by
experience of orchard work would be using their plot for growing local
useful but not essential, but you must food. However, this potentially carbon
be interested in knowing about fruit
friendly, environmentally sound
trees and allotment land! You would
pastime still has its impacts on the
develop an orchard management plan environment. Your Committee is keen
with advice from Andy at the
to support and encourage what we can
Midshires Orchard group who helped to minimise this impact whilst
us set up the orchard in 2009. The
supporting and prioritising the many
main requirements will be to organise benefits of local food.
and help with WP orchard work, to
work with Sylva Trees who we
Well-managed allotments are already
contract to manage Cripley Island
one of the most diverse natural
willow boundaries in a 3-year rotation. resources due the year-round variety
of vegetables, fruit and flowers that are
Whatever your skills and interests, if part of our cultivation. We will be
you think you might have time to offer sharing more of the ways we can all
and can attend monthly committee
do more to ensure our plot and the
meetings, please speak to a
site remains productive and
Committee member or contact
environmentally friendly. As always
secretary@cripleymeadow.org.uk for it is a balance between individual
more info.
practice and common good.
Many members already use no peat,
save seeds, use their grass, hedge

clippings and weeds to keep hot
compost bins cooking and add to the
fertility and humus content of their soil,
make their own potting compost, grow
comfrey to make their own fertiliser,
harvest rainwater, use mulches to feed
their soil and prevent evaporation,
reduce, re-use and recycle plastic
products.
We recently updated our water butt
survey. In 2018 we counted 125
sheds, and only 62 of which had at
least one water butt. There are now
127 sheds (they come and go) and 79
have one or more water butts which fill
from guttering built onto the shed.
Many thanks to all. We still have 48
sheds with no water butts, or a
disintegrated system of shed roof
water collection and we understand
that some people need support with
this. We agreed at the AGM to
encourage rainwater harvesting and
we hope to have practical news to
support members soon. Meanwhile
here is a Youtube link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qsJED2pUBXc.
Most members have already swapped
regular car visits for car park permits,
permits, feet and bikes. And petrolpowered tools are now increasingly
fuelled by lithium batteries. Cripley
Meadow has planted some 200 fruit
trees since 2009 on land that is either
designated as orchard in our lease
(Cripley Island) or can no longer be
used for plots (Castle Mill).
We know ‘Wilding’ of road verges,
farms, private gardens are being rightly
encouraged to introduce more diversity
in areas poorly served by greenery, but
we are not in that category. We are
trialling a “no mow” section on The
Green and a purple orchid has been
spotted showing us also that this is still
damp land! Where this works without
interfering with members’ cultivation or
the site’s potential as growing land we
will build on this. However, Cripley
Meadow, when used within its function,
already can have the most
extraordinary diversity of planting.

Our plot and site paths and
boundaries must continue to be
buffers and weed suppressants. The
reclamation of Cripley Meadow since
2003 was necessary as the 90s site
management, with too few members,
allowed and promoted ‘wilding’.
Unfortunately, this resulted in even
fewer members, membership wars,
criminal dumping of waste and the
inappropriate use of plots as small
holdings, rubbish depositories and for
trade. It no longer functioned as an
allotment garden and there was a
danger it would be returned to OCC.
As reclamation began in 2003 a
committee member from those days
explained to me that there were few
people on the site like me who
actually wanted to grow food! Most
preferred the bramble, sycamore, and
hawthorn on their plots!

cosmos, single dahlia, cerinthe (honey
wort) calendula, and nasturtium. Many
now use this complementary sowing of
insect beneficial flowers as it does not
have the downsides of seeding weeds.
Unfortunately, thistles and nettles are
the opportunists on rich soil and are
very quickly shared onto your
neighbour’s new sowings! Please hoe
or chop before weeds seed as we
know many vegetable crops are
reduced by being weed-covered in
early days.

Within one season of no cultivation
plots go under grass and weed and
within 2 seasons bindweed, other
perennial weeds and bramble will be
establishing. If we all keep this in
check we will reduce this as much as
possible we will weaken the persistent
deep root system which is
strengthened and shared with
INSECT BENEFICIAL FLOWERS ON neighbours every time bindweed,
PLOTS When adding flowers to your ground elder and horsetail they are left
plot (or letting some vegetables seed) to grow.
one can go native or cultivated but it
does not need to mean just letting
We would not want to strip any of the
weeds grow. Native plants are
the fertility of our land as it maybe that
indigenous to the UK and have been climate change, Brexit and COVID-19
around a lot longer than the cultivated will point the way for more need for
forms and thus evolved alongside the local food and we may need to bring
indigenous insect population so are a more of our land into plot cultivation. If
good choice for pollinators ad
this becomes necessary we are so
predators, but these can be
fortunate in being surrounded by long
introduced as complementary
term habitats- like with Port Meadow,
planting. These are often simple
Fiddlers Island, Fiddlers Bow which
flowers which can be easily accessed are part of our green corridors and
for pollen. Among these are red
mean that no one is far from a rich
clover, ajuga, borage, cornflower, wild source of native wilding.
marjoram, poppy ragged robin, birds
foot trefoil and musk mallow. Some
COVID MANAGEMENT
are annual, some perennial but they The Committee reviewed our Covid-19
are available as seed and can be
management arrangements at its
grown as part of your cultivation as
recent meeting.
complementary planting. Similarly a
herb bed is almost always alive with
We are planning to trial a Covid-19
butterflies, bees, and insects.
safe Working Party on Sunday, July
Cultivated flowers that lend
26th, from 10.30 am-12.30.
themselves to the vegetable plot as
Government guidelines limit gatherings
insect attractors -and may have edible to 6 so members will need to book in
flowers or seeds or be good cut
advance so that we can manage jobs
flowers- are poached egg plant,
safely. We will start with orchard work.
borage, sunflower, herbs, achillea (the The orchards are closed to members
native form is white), single flower
so it will be easy to stay physically

distanced. We will be re-staking,
summer pruning, attaching new
strimmer guards and clearing the ditch
of broken branches. Members will
need to bring their own tools as we
cannot safely share. Some or all of the
following would be useful...loppers,
secateurs, spade, fork, wheelbarrow,
grass rake and a strimmer. Please let
me know what tools you can bring
when you email me to book in. I will
confirm placements and we will meet
outside the green shed, suitably
distanced at 10:30.
Make sure you read our health and
safety policy (also on the notice board)
and wear appropriate clothing,
gardening gloves and sensible
footwear. Do bring water to drink.

should keep children with you, and
they should not wander around or
play on site paths please. We
appreciate this may be frustrating, but
we have to balance freedom with the
needs of more vulnerable members
who need to continue to feel safe
coming on site.
We remain cautious - Please
continue to use gloves or sanitiser
when using the gates, communal
barrows, and water butts.

which can be written, drawn,
photographs or video. It should show
how you plan to use your plot and
progress to date. More info soon, but
submissions must be received by the
30th September and results will be
reported in the October newsletter.
One day we shall have a BBQ on the
Green and celebrate!

PLEASE TAKE SOME TIME TO
CHECK FRUIT TREES AND PATHS.
Due to winter flooding and COVID-19
Also – rabbits have been spotted on some trees are now well over the 10ft
site – another reason to shut the
limit and / or out of rule in being too
close and in relation to adjacent paths/
gates.
plots. They would benefit from summer
pruning. Many thanks to those
Audit Our very curtailed May audit
sought to identify plots that were
reinstating ‘lost’ paths. All adjacent
plots must have a 2 -2ft 6 path
presenting problems to neighbours.
Recently Ben and Julia had a
Following Covid-19 advice from the
between them. Originally the paths ran
(distanced and masked ) lesson on
National Allotment Society, we were across the site and many still line up
using the able to stay open but this restricted
but there have been changes over the
years. They are still all on the left
members to their own plots so the
Committee and other members could side of the plot, but you need to
know which way to face! Generally,
not offer to work plots for members
(thank-you to those who offered). But this is when you are facing the plot’s
we could offer advice re. management main entrance site path. We used to
and arrange some paid strimming
be able to say when standing at the
shed end but changes in shed lines
work. Jeremy and Arthur have
continued to work for the Association make this more difficult. Plot paths are
to sustain plot management through only for the use of the plot member,
paid work whilst we could not take on other members must keep to site
paths.
new members, and no doubt you
have seen the new activity across the All act as buffers between plots, and
their management is important for the
site.
sustainability of the site.
Many thanks are due to the few
unable to manage their plots for
The Shop remains open under its new
shredder and hopefully we can build
letting us know their management
terms. We all owe great thanks to
on using this resource further.
plans. Obviously, there are some
Sarah and Jamie who have managed
plots that are not within rule due to
the shop and payments in a fantastic
We decided to retain the maximum 4 these extraordinary times. We are
way right throughout lockdown. We
people per full plot rule. Some plots staying in touch and to try to minimise hope you will continue to support the
are too small for this number so please the limitation to neighbouring plots.
site shop which is there to reduce
use your judgement to keep safe
traffic on site and help members
distances. We have relaxed the 1Harry Stone’s Cup. Follow the link for without cars. We have recently
guest-per-member rule, so single
the ODFAA background. Cripley
reviewed prices, and there will be
members can now bring up to 3 others Meadow will be the administrator of
modest increases in manure and
to their plot. Visitors must not drive this little gem and we shall be looking plastic mesh (will be published on the
on site.
to make an annual award of £50 for
website). The small profit (there are no
new members, donated by Mike
people costs) goes to Association.
We have decided that for now our
Stone, Harry’s son. All new members
communal areas, like the orchards (i.e. started in 2020) are eligible. The
and Greens will remain closed. You entry requirement is a ‘plot plan’

CARS The parking map and info is on
the web site. The Committee agreed
the only way forward to protect the
tracks and enable a fair use by all was
again to steer the middle ground, so
that the track wear and expense was
not used up by a very few. Medical
needs excepted, we hope everyone
has a fair share of the tracks, and can
use their cars to deliver heavy or bulky
stuff infrequently and then park.
WALTON WELL ROAD CAR PARK
PERMITS are again available. They
were not being issued while the car
parks were free. Permits are available
for £20 per year for members of
nearby affiliated clubs and societies.
(Membership must be confirmed with
any application – contact
secretary@cripleymeadow.org.uk
when asked for proof of membership).
Permits are provided strictly to those
who are using the adjacent facilities
and are not available to those that wish
to use a park car park for commuting,
or as an alternative to residential
parking. The Council use ANPR to
monitor its car park facilities for
enforcement purposes. If you wish to
apply for a permit or have any
questions email carparks@oxford.gov.uk
or call 01865 252489.
The car park has seen lots of wild
parking of late due to the hugely
increased use of Port Meadow.
Thanks to Alex (member and
Councillor) for sorting this out with a
new sign to keep pour access clear.
which has helped. Hopefully, as more
alternatives open up, the problem will
go away.

The Committee managed to work out
a way to clear and manage released
plots in March when we had no idea
how long lockdown might last. Two
members, Jeremy, and Arthur have
safely helped with paid site work to
continue with our working party jobs.
Since April Oxford Direct Services
(ODS) mowing team have been on
site regularly. Many members have
commented on the efficiency of the
ODS team are and how good the site
is looking.

This is Tracy, a new member who has
transformed a plot over a short time.
Green Manure If you have some
She is growing lots of new cucurbits
spare space on your plot, try some
that I have seen before on Cripley
summer green manure. Buckwheat
Meadow. Hers is one of the most
has a very bee-friendly flower and is productive plots I have seen in a long
easily sown by broadcasting. It grows time.
and flowers within 6 weeks so can be
a quick summer green manure.
Now we have finally had some rain
growth is speeding up so please keep
the hoe going.
We recently updated our water butt
survey. In 2018 we counted 125
sheds, 62
of which
MEMBERSHIP IS FULL Welcome
had at
this month to Mike, Julie & Simon,
least one
Neringa, Sheila, Manar & Stuart,
water butt.
Jane, and William. It is great to see
There are
the covers coming off (carefully so
now 127
they can be reused for many years)
sheds
and cultivation growing. We have just
(they
a very few plots with longer clearance
come and
demands and a reasonable-sized
go) and
waiting list again.
79 have
one or
More members have been on site
more water butts which fill from
more often over the past few months
guttering built onto the shed. Many
and many have said what a lifesaver
thanks to all. 48 sheds have no water
the allotment has been in their
butts or a disintegrated system of
lockdown times. Being able to work
shed roof water collection. We agreed
outdoors and be productive in their
at the AGM to encourage rainwater
exercise has taken on a new
harvesting as much as possible and
significance for many. The site is
we hope to have practical news to
looking great with plots bursting with
support members soon.
bountiful growth of fruit, flowers, and
vegetables.
Keep safe and good gardening.
Wendy

